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Abstract
We examine the defect gauge theory on two perpendicular D3-branes with a 1+1
dimensional intersection, consisting of U(1) fields on the D3-branes and charged hyper-
multiplets on the intersection. We argue that this gauge theory must have a magneti-
cally charged soliton corresponding to the D-string stretched between the branes. We
show that the hypermultiplets actually source magnetic as well as electric fields. The
magnetic charges are confined if the hypermultiplet action is canonical, but consider-
ations of periodicity of the hypermultiplet space in string theory imply a nontrivial
Gibbons-Hawking metric, and we show that there is then the expected magnetic kink
solution. The hypermultiplet metric has a singularity, which we argue must be resolved
by embedding in the full string theory. Another interesting feature is that the clas-
sical field equations have logarithmic divergences at the intersection, which lead to a
classical renormalization group flow in the action.
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1 Introduction
Intersecting D-branes have many applications. For example, they play a large role in top-
down constructions of holographic duals. It is therefore surprising to find that the low energy
field theory on D3-branes intersecting in 1+1 dimensions has several interesting features
that seem not to have been previously discussed. In this paper, driven by an argument
that this field theory must have magnetically charged solitons, we determine the low energy
Lagrangian and discuss its properties.
To begin, consider a pair of parallel D3-branes. An F-string stretched between them is
a BPS state which sources electric flux on the D3-branes. The D3-brane system is invariant
under S-duality, which takes the F-string to a BPS D-string which sources magnetic flux. In
the limit that the D3-branes are very close, the stretched F- and D-strings are much lighter
1
than the string scale, and we should be able to describe them in an effective field theory. As
is well-known, the F-strings become the off-diagonal components of the N = 4 U(2) fields,
while the D-strings become magnetic monopole solitons in the spontaneously broken U(2)
theory.
Another possibility would have been for the low energy theory to contain independent
magnetically charged fields. However, these would produce large nonperturbative effects due
to their 1/g couplings, and this is not consistent. Such light nonperturbative states do arise
in singular limits such as the conifold [1], but for coincident D-branes perturbation theory
should be valid.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D3 x x x x
D3′ x x x x
F/D1 x x
Table 1: The directions in which the two D3-branes and the stretched strings are extended.
An x signifies extension in the indicated direction.
Now consider two D3-branes oriented as in Table 1. The only common spatial direction
of the D3-branes is x1, and we take them to be separated in the 8-direction. We can now ask
the same question: in the limit of small separation, how does the stretched D-string, which
is a BPS state, appear in the low energy effective theory?1 This effective theory has only
Abelian fields on the D3-branes, with charged hypermultiplets moving on the intersection,
so it is not clear how a magnetically charged soliton could arise. But independent magnetic
degrees of freedom are excluded by the same argument as before.
In this paper we resolve this puzzle. This will involve several novel properties of the
intersecting brane theory. In §2 we study the effective low energy theory assuming canonical
kinetic terms for the 3-3′ hypermultiplets, extending results of Ref. [2]. We show the 3-3′
fields are actually charged both electrically and magnetically under the D3 and D3′ gauge
fields. While this creates the possibility of magnetic solitons, we show that the magnetic
charges are actually confined, unlike the D-strings that we are trying to find.
In §3 we show that the interpretation of the hypermultiplets in terms of brane reconnec-
tion requires the U(1) D-terms to be periodic variables, and this implies a nonlinear kinetic
term. The hypermultiplet moduli space is a singular Gibbons-Hawking metric, with an in-
finite array of sources periodically identified. This periodicity produces a sine-Gordon-like
potential, which supports magnetically charged kink solitons. We tentatively interpret the
singularity as a breakdown of the low energy effective field theory of the intersection in
1This issue has been raised in Ref. [2]. Related questions have been discussed in Ref. [3].
2
regions of large field.
An interesting feature of systems with codimension-two defects, as here, is the presence
of logarithmic divergences in the classical field theory. Goldberger and Wise [4] showed that
these could be treated by ordinary renormalization theory. In §4 we obtain the beta functions
for the Ka¨hler potential and for the Gibbons-Hawking harmonic function V . The former is
proportional to the squares of the moment maps, while the latter is simply a constant. This
renormalization mitigates, but does not remove, the singularity of the metric. We show that
the same effective action is obtained from the DBI picture of the intersection.
In §5 we obtain the BPS equations, and argue that they have the desired soliton solutions.
We cannot solve them analytically, but we study them in various approximations. Sec. 6 is
discussion and conclusion.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D3 x x x x
D5 x x x x x x
D3′′ x x x x
Table 2: A T -dual D3-D5 system
The system we consider arises in various T -dual forms: we can dualize in one or more of
the DD 2-, 3-, and 9- directions to produce higher dimensional versions, where the soliton is
independent of the additional coordinates. The most well-studied intersecting brane system
is probably D3-D5 intersecting in 2+1 dimensions [5]. We can reach this by T -dualities in
the 2- and 5-directions, reaching the configuration shown in Table 2. However, this requires a
T -dual in one of the ND-directions, and this changes the nature of the system. In particular
the would-be magnetic object is not part of the brane intersection: the D1 becomes a D3′′
extended in the 5-direction, so it cannot end on the D3. The various phenomena that we
encounter are not present.
We were initially interested in this system as a simple field-theoretic model of S-duality,
which it would inherit from the full string theory. Since the gauge fields are Abelian, the
hope was that the S-duality would take a rather simple form. However, it is not clear that
the brane system can be defined consistently as a field theory. The singularities of the moduli
space metric apparently require embedding in the full brane DBI theory, and this in turn can
only be quantized by embedding in string theory. If this is true, then there is no smaller S-
dual system. Nevertheless, our work shows that intersecting D-brane systems harbor several
surprising properties: the magnetic couplings of the intersection fields, the nonlinear field
space, and the classical renormalization. These may have a variety of applications.
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2 Canonical action
The use of d = 4, N = 1 superfields to write higher-dimensional theories has been developed
in Refs. [6, 7] and applied to intersecting branes in Ref. [2]. We first give the superfield form
of the action, following most closely the presentation in [7]. We then give the component
form, demonstrating the magnetic couplings of the intersection fields.
2.1 Symmetries and fields
The brane system of Table 1 preserves eight supercharges. The bosonic symmetries are
SO(1, 1)01 × SO(2)45 × SO(2)67 × SO(4)2389 × U(1)V × U(1)V ′ . (2.1)
On each D3-brane there lives the usual field content for a U(1) d = 4, N = 4 gauge
theory, but the supersymmetry algebras of the two branes are not the same. In order to
exhibit the common supersymmetry, it is useful to label the fields in a nonstandard way.
Consider the system obtained by T -duality in the 23 directions. The D3-D3′ become D5-
D5′. Both D5 branes are extended in the 0123 directions, and the unbroken supersymmetry
includes a d = 4, N = 1 algebra in these directions. We can write the theory in terms
of superfields for this algebra. The additional coordinates, x4,5 for the D5 and x6,7 for the
D5′, are treated as parameters in the superfields. This follows the strategy introduced in
Refs. [6, 7] for writing d = 10, N = 1 SYM and other higher dimensional theories in terms
of d = 4, N = 1 superfields. We then dimensionally reduce in the 23 directions to obtain
the system of interest. The T -dual system has different global symmetries, but the fact that
the dimensionally reduced system will have an SO(4)2389 symmetry guarantees that it has
d = 4, N = 2 supersymmetry.
On the D5 brane, we will call the d = 4, N = 1 vector multiplet V and the scalar
multiplets Q1,2,3. After dimensional reduction to the D3, the four component gauge field
will be made up of the AV 0,1 components of the vector multiplet and the real and imaginary
components of Q1, while AV 2,3 will combine to become one of the complex SYM scalars.
The D5′ brane is identical, with vector multiplet V ′ and scalar multiplets S1,2,3. In this
case, the components of S2 will combine with AV ′0,1 to become the usual gauge field and
AV ′2,3 becomes a complex scalar. The scalars AV 2,3 and AV ′2,3 combine with the scalars Q3
and S3 respectively to become SO(4) vectors, since these fields will describe the transverse
coordinates of the branes in the 2389 directions.
On the intersection between the branes, there are two chiral fields B and C, associated
with the two orientations of F-strings stretching between the branes. B has fundamental
charge (1,−1) under the gauge groups U(1)V and U(1)V ′ , while C has charge (−1, 1). These
are scalars under SO(4) and SO(1, 1). Since the SO(4) is associated with the N = 2
4
supersymmetry, this means that the scalars B and C are not transformed into each other
via the supersymmetric R-symmetry. Instead, it is fermionic superpartners of these fields
that combine to form an SU(2)R doublet. This differs from the construction in [8], where
the hypermultiplet scalars form an SU(2)R doublet. Under SO(2)45 × SO(2)67, B and C
have charges (1
2
, 1
2
). They transform as spinors because the ND boundary conditions for the
4567 directions on the string means that the corresponding RNS fermions are periodic in the
NS sector and generate spinorial states.
We will discuss the transformations of the superfields further in §5, when we find the
BPS equations.
2.2 Superfield action
We mostly follow the conventions of Wess and Bagger [9] and the presentation of Ref. [7].
In component form in Wess-Zumino gauge, we write
B = B(y) +
√
2θψB(y) + θθFB(y) (2.2)
using the same symbol for the scalar component as for the superfield itself. It will be
convenient to collect the spatial coordinates x4 through x9 into three complex coordinates
z123 with
z1 =
1
2
(x4 + ix5) z2 =
1
2
(x6 + ix7) z3 =
1
2
(x8 + ix9) (2.3)
with derivatives denoted as ∂z1 = ∂4 − i∂5, etc. Greek indices µ, ν, etc. will run over 0123
unless otherwise specified.
The action for the 3-3 fields is then [6, 7]
S3-3 =
1
g2YM
∫
d2x dx4dx5
{∫
d2θ
[
1
4
WαVWV α +
1
2
(Q3∂z1Q2 −Q2∂z1Q3)
]
+ c.c.
+
∫
d4θ
[(√
2∂¯z1V − Q¯1
)(√
2∂z1V −Q1
)
− ∂¯z1V ∂z1V + Q¯2Q2 + Q¯3Q3
]}
.
(2.4)
As noted above, the V,Qi are functions of the parameters x
4,5, so they represent an infinite
number of d = 4, N = 1 superfields. We have dimensionally reduced in x2,3, so only the
integrations over the 0145 directions remain. The terms involving z1 derivatives of V and
Q1 are fixed by the gauge invariance
2
V → V + Λ + Λ¯
Q1 → Q1 +
√
2∂z1Λ ,
(2.5)
2Ref. [2] gives the action in a slightly different form, which does not seem to be gauge invariant. Inci-
dentally, our notation here follows [7], whose gauge parameter Λ is iΛWess&Bagger.
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where the superfield gauge parameter Λ is also a function of x4,5. This choice of gauge
transformation for Q1 is consistent with its role as a gauge field,
Q1 =
1√
2
(AV 5 + iAV 4) . (2.6)
The terms involving z1 derivatives of Q2,3 are needed to give SO(3, 1) invariance in the 0145
directions for this part of the action. Though both the N = 2 supersymmetry and the
Lorentz invariance in the 45 directions are obscured in this form, in component form the
relationship is much clearer. This will be discussed in Section 2.3. Similarly the action for
the 3′-3′ fields is
S3′-3′ =
1
g2YM
∫
d2x dx6dx7
{∫
d2θ
[
1
4
WαV ′WV ′α +
1
2
(S1∂z2S3 − S3∂z2S1)
]
+ c.c.
+
∫
d4θ
[(√
2∂¯z2V
′ − S¯2
)(√
2∂z2V
′ − S2
)
− ∂¯z2V ′∂z2V ′ + S¯1S1 + S¯3S3
]}
.
(2.7)
The fields B and C on the intersection are have charges (1,−1) and (−1, 1) under (V, V ′)
respectively, so their gauge transformations are
B → BeΛ′−Λ ,
C → CeΛ−Λ′ . (2.8)
Here the superfield gauge parameters Λ and Λ′ are evaluated at the defect x4567 = 0. The
only gauge invariant combinations of B and C are then |B|2eV−V ′ , |C|2eV ′−V , and BC. For
a canonical kinetic term, these fields have the action
S3-3′ =
1
g2YM
∫
d4x
{∫
d4θ
(
|B|2eV−V ′ + |C|2eV ′−V
)
+
i√
2
∫
d2θ (BCQ3 −BCS3) + c.c.
}
,
(2.9)
in which all fields living on the branes are evaluated at the defect. The superpotential
W =
i√
2g2YM
(BCQ3 −BCS3) (2.10)
is fixed by N = 2 supersymmetry, since V and Q3 combine to form a single N = 2 vector
multiplet. Equivalently, this form is fixed by the requirement that we maintain the SO(4)
symmetry of the original brane construction: AV 2,3 and the real components of the scalar
Q3 arise from the directions transverse to both branes, so B and C must couple identically
to both.
To summarize, the full action [2] is the sum of Eqs. (2.4, 2.7, 2.9).
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2.3 Component action
Integrating out all the auxiliary fields gives the bosonic sector of the component form action,
S =
1
g2YM
∫
D3
d2x dx4dx5
{
− 1
4
F µνV FV µν −
1
4
(
∂¯z1Q1 + ∂z1Q¯1 −
1√
2
(|C|2 − |B|2) δ2(x4, x5))2
−
∣∣∣∣∂µQ1 − i√2∂z1AµV
∣∣∣∣2 − ∂µQ¯2∂µQ2 − ∂µQ¯3∂µQ3 − ∂1Q3∂¯1Q¯3
−
(
∂¯z1Q¯2 −
i√
2
B¯C¯δ2(x4, x5)
)(
∂z1Q2 +
i√
2
BCδ2(x4, x5)
)}
+
1
g2YM
∫
D3′
d2x dx6dx7
{
− 1
4
F µνV ′ FV ′µν −
1
4
(
∂¯z2S2 + ∂z2S¯2 +
1√
2
(|C|2 − |B|2) δ2(x6, x7))2
−
∣∣∣∣∂µS2 − i√2∂z2AµV ′
∣∣∣∣2 − ∂z2S3∂¯z2S¯3 − ∂µS¯3∂µS3 − ∂µS¯1∂µS1
−
(
∂¯z2S¯1 −
i√
2
B¯C¯δ2(x6, x7)
)(
∂z2S1 +
i√
2
BCδ2(x6, x7)
)}
+
1
g2YM
∫
3∩3′
d2x
{
−
∣∣∣∣(∂µ + iAµV − AµV ′2
)
B
∣∣∣∣2 − |Q3 − S3|22 |B|2
−
∣∣∣∣(∂µ − iAµV − AµV ′2
)
C
∣∣∣∣2 − |Q3 − S3|22 |C|2
}
.
(2.11)
Here d2x = dx0 dx1, while the indices µ, ν run 0123. The 2-, 3-derivatives are set to zero
by reduction, but terms with A2,3V and A
2,3
V ′ remain. As usual, in the intersection action all
brane fields are evaluated at the defect.3 The normalization of the intersection action can
be changed by a scaling of B and C; in the next section, where the action is noncanonical,
this will no longer be true.
The action (2.11) is lengthy, but this is in part because its full symmetry is obscured.
First, we may check that Q1 actually behaves like two components of the D3 gauge field, as
desired. Using Q1 = (iAV 4 + AV 5)/
√
2 ≡ iAV z1/
√
2, the kinetic terms for Q1 become
− 1
4
(
∂¯z1Q1 + ∂z1Q¯1
)2
= −1
2
(∂4AV 5 − ∂5AV 4)2 = −1
2
FV 45F
45
V (2.12)
and
−
∣∣∣∣∂µQ1 − i√2∂1AµV
∣∣∣∣2 = −12 (FV µ4F µ4V + FV µ5F µ5V ) . (2.13)
3We are following the conventions of Ref. [9], where covariant derivatives contain a factor 12 ; the Abelian
gauge fields, their scalar partners, and g2YM are normalized with respect to this.
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Additionally we may check that, after dimensional reduction, AV 2,3, AV ′2,3, Q3, and S3
behave like transverse brane positions. The fields B and C couple to these as
− 1
2
(|Q3 − S3|2 + |Q0 − S0|2) (|B|2 + |C|2) , (2.14)
where we have defined Q0 = (iAV 2 +AV 3)/
√
2 and S0 = (iAV ′2 +AV ′3)/
√
2. The separation
between the branes produces a mass term for the B and C fields, from the tension of the
stretched string. The expected SO(4) symmetry is manifest in this form.
The action appears to contain quadratically divergent terms, such as
− 1
8
(|C|2 − |B|2) δ2(0, 0) , −1
4
|B|2|C|2δ2(0, 0) , (2.15)
obtained after integrating over z1 and z2. However, these automatically cancel. They arise
from the squares of the auxiliary fields
DV = −
√
2
2
(
∂¯z1Q1 + ∂z1Q¯1
)
+
1
2
(|C|2 − |B|2) δ2(x4, x5) , (2.16)
FQ3 = −∂¯z1Q¯2 +
i√
2
B¯C¯δ2(x4, x5) , (2.17)
and the corresponding terms on the other brane. Energetics requires that the other term
in each auxiliary field have a compensating delta function, and so the behavior of the fields
near the brane must be
Q1 ≈ 1
8pi
√
2
|C|2 − |B|2
z1
, Q2 ≈ − i
4pi
√
2
BC
z1
. (2.18)
This removes the explicit squares of Dirac delta-functions, so the action is free of quadratic
divergences. There are still logarithmic divergences, from the poles in the fields (2.18). Their
proper treatment via renormalization will be discussed in Section 4.
The specific combination of intersection fields BC sources the derivative of Q2 in the z1
direction and S1 in the z2 direction. Noting that Z2 = piα
′Q2/
√
2 is the collective coordinate
for the D3-brane,4 we have
Z1Z2 = −iα
′
4
BC . (2.19)
This is symmetric between the two branes, agreeing with the corresponding constraint from
FS3 . Thus BC is the modulus for the reconnection of the branes.
4The usual relation between canonical brane scalars and collective coordinates is X = 2piα′Φ. Here
there is an extra 12 from the normalization convention noted in footnote 3, and an extra
1√
2
from the
normalization (2.3) of z2.
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2.4 Electric and magnetic sources
The first three terms in the D3 part of the Lagrangian (2.11) can be nicely condensed into
− 1
4
FabFab . (2.20)
Here a, b run over the D3 directions 0145 and Fab is identified with FV ab except for the
component
F45 = DV = ∂4AV 5 − ∂5AV 4 + 1
2
(|C|2 − |B|2) δ2(x4, x5) . (2.21)
Similarly we define on the D3′ the tensor F ′mn, with m,n running over 0167 and with F ′67 =
DV ′ . The equations of motion for the gauge field are
∂aFab =jbE,V =
i
2
[(
B∂bB¯ − B¯∂bB)− (C∂bC¯ − C¯∂bC)] δ2(x4, x5) ,
∂mF ′mn =jnE,V ′ = −
i
2
[(
B∂nB¯ − B¯∂nB)− (C∂nC¯ − C¯∂nC)] δ2(x6, x7) . (2.22)
Note that only the 01 components of the currents are nonzero.
For the dual tensor one finds
∂aF˜ab =jbM,V =
1
2
bc∂c
(|C|2 − |B|2) δ2(x4, x5) ,
∂mF˜ ′mn =jnM,V ′ = −
1
2
np∂p
(|C|2 − |B|2) δ2(x6, x7) . (2.23)
Here 01 = −10 = 1 with other components vanishing, so the current is again tangent to the
intersection.
It is the square of F that appears in the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian, so it is natural
to identify this with the field strength. Eqs. (2.22, 2.23) thus represent electric and magnetic
sources. Indeed, this kind of action for an Abelian gauge field coupled to electric and
magnetic charges is well-known [10], though in the present case there is the simplification
that the magnetic couplings are local because the magnetic currents are topological (curls).
In particular, the total magnetic charges are
QM = −Q′M =
1
2
(P(x1 =∞)− P(x1 = −∞)) , (2.24)
where P = |C|2 − |B|2 is the contribution of the charged fields to the D-terms. A 1+1
dimensional kink, with values of P differing at ±∞, will therefore carry a magnetic charge.
This somewhat surprising result, that the intersection hypermultiplets couple magneti-
cally as well as electrically, is the first step toward identifying the D-string, but there is a
complication. At nonzero brane separation, the potential (2.14) is proportional to |C|2 + |B|2
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and takes its minimum value only when B = C = P = 0. A configuration of nonzero mag-
netic charge would necessarily have a nonzero potential energy density in at least one of the
two asymptotic directions, and so an energy which diverges linearly at long distance. The
lagrangian (2.11) describes a system in which magnetic charges are confined. This cannot
account for the D-string, which exists as an isolated BPS particle. In the next section we
resolve this issue.
3 Noncanonical action
We would obtain the expected spectrum, with unconfined monopoles of quantized charge, if
the potential (2.14) were of sine-Gordon form, periodic with a series of zeroes. To see why
this is the case, let us look again at the brane interpretation of the hypermultiplet fields. We
have noted that the product BC sources brane bending through the FQ3 potential. Similarly,
P sources the vector potential as in Eq. (2.18),
AV z1 ≈ −i
P
8piz1
. (3.1)
This potential is locally pure gauge, but can have nontrivial holonomy. In particular, when
the brane intersection is resolved as in Eq. (2.19), the point z1 = 0 is pushed off to infinity
and the remaining space is multiply connected. The holonomy is∮
dz1AV z1 + c.c. =
1
2
ReP . (3.2)
A shift of the holonomy by 4pi should give a physically equivalent configuration, where the
extra factor of 2 arises from the convention noted in footnote 3. Therefore,
P ∼ P + 8pi (3.3)
must be a periodic variable. With this, the magnetic charge (2.24) has just the expected
quantization.5
We therefore consider more general actions, in which the hypermultiplets have arbitrary
Ka¨hler potentials. This might have been anticipated, since the B and C fields on the 1+1
dimensional intersection are dimensionless. At the end of this section, we will return to the
T -dual higher dimensional configurations discussed in the introduction.
5Note that the allowed electric charges include not only the (1,−1) of the intersection fields, but also
(±1, 0) and (0,±1) for strings that attach only to one brane and end elsewhere.
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3.1 General Ka¨hler potentials
Gauge invariance and manifest N = 1 supersymmetry restrict our general intersection action
to be written in terms of a Ka¨hler potential K(BeV−V
′
, B¯, CeV
′−V , C¯) and a superpotential
of the form
W =
i√
2
(Q3 − S3)f(BC) (3.4)
for some function f . Enforcing N = 2 supersymmetry additionally requires the Ka¨hler
metric to be Ricci flat and fixes f in terms of K. The form for f is most easily determined
from the component form of the action by requiring that the SO(4) symmetry associated
with the N = 2 supersymmetry remains preserved.
In order to write the action concisely in component form, collect the fields B and C into
a single vector Zα = (B,C). Define the Killing vector gauged by the brane gauge fields as
kα = (−iB, iC). Additionally, we make use of the relation
∂αf(BC) = iαβk
βf ′(BC) (3.5)
The bosonic sector of the component form of the generalized action may be written
S =
1
g2YM
∫
D3
d2x dx4dx5
{
− 1
4
F µνV FV µν −
1
4
(
∂¯z1Q1 + ∂z1Q¯1 −
1√
2
Pδ2(x4, x5)
)2
−
∣∣∣∣∂µQ1 − i√2∂z1AµV
∣∣∣∣2 − ∂µQ¯2∂µQ2 − ∂µQ¯3∂µQ3 − ∂1Q3∂¯1Q¯3
−
(
∂¯z1Q¯2 −
i√
2
f¯ δ2(z1, z¯1)
)(
∂z1Q2 +
i√
2
fδ2(z1, z¯1)
)}
+
1
g2YM
∫
D3′
d2x dx6dx7
{
− 1
4
F µνV ′ FV ′µν −
1
4
(
∂¯z2S2 + ∂z2S¯2 +
1√
2
Pδ2(z2, z¯2)
)2
−
∣∣∣∣∂µS2 − i√2∂z2AµV ′
∣∣∣∣2 − ∂z2S3∂¯z2S¯3 − ∂µS¯3∂µS3 − ∂µS¯1∂µS1
−
(
∂¯z2S¯1 −
i√
2
f¯ δ2(z2, z¯2)
)(
∂z2S1 +
i√
2
fδ2(z2, z¯2)
)}
+
1
g2YM
∫
3∩3′
d2x
{
− gαβ˙
(
∂µZα +
AµV − AµV ′
2
kα
)(
∂µZ¯
β˙ +
AV µ − AV ′µ
2
k¯β˙
)
− |Q3 − S3|
2
2
gαγ˙αβk
βγ˙δ˙k¯
δ˙|f ′|2
}
.
(3.6)
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Here gαβ˙ = ∂α∂β˙K is the Ka¨hler metric, and P is the moment map of the Killing vector kα,
P = ikα∂αK . (3.7)
Note that Eqs. (2.24, 3.1, 3.2) continue to hold, but the relation between P and B,C is
modified in general. Note also that the definition of P includes only the variations of B,C
and not the term from the variation of Q1.
It is now straightforward to determine the function f . The SO(4) symmetry mixes Q3
into AV 2 and AV 3, so demanding these terms appear identically in the action sets
kαgαβ˙k¯
β˙ = gαγ˙αβk
βγ˙δ˙k¯
δ˙|f ′|2 (3.8)
Since the Ka¨hler metric is just a two by two matrix, it can be inverted explicitly to give the
relationship gαγ˙ = (det g)−1αβγ˙δ˙gβδ˙, which yields
|f ′|2 = det g . (3.9)
The condition that the Ka¨hler metric be Ricci flat is
0 = Rαβ˙ = −∂α∂β˙ ln (det g) , (3.10)
which is equivalently that the requirement that det g split into a holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic part. Therefore, for any Ka¨hler potential preserving N = 2 supersymmetry, we
are guaranteed to be able to solve Eq. 3.9 to find a superpotential that also preserves the
supersymmetry.
As an aside, it is worth noting that to make the preservation of supersymmetry apparent
in the fermionic sector, it is necessary to also make a field redefinition of the fermion fields.
For the vector multiplet fermion λV , the Q3 chiral multiplet fermion ψQ3 , and the Z
α fermions
ψαZ , we expect (λV , ψQ3) and (ψ
1
Z , ψ¯
2
Z) to transform as SU(2) doublets. However, the relevant
Yukawa couplings √
2λ¯V ψ
α
Zgαβ˙k¯
β˙ − i
√
2ψ¯Q3ψ¯
α
Z ∂¯αf¯ (3.11)
are not singlets under this SU(2) transformation. By demanding the new fields obey this
condition, the necessary field redefinition takes the form
ψ′αZ = −i
(
kβgβγ˙ k¯
γ˙
)−1/2
f¯ ′ασ
(
gσλ˙k¯
λ˙ψBZ − ∂σfψCZ
)
. (3.12)
This gives the Yukawa couplings
λ¯V ψ
′B
Z
√
2kδgδλ˙k¯
λ˙
ψ¯Q3ψ¯
′C
Z
√
2kδgδλ˙k¯
λ˙
λV ψ¯
′C
Z · 0
ψQ3ψ
′B
Z · 0
(3.13)
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Thus in order to preserve N = 2 supersymmetry in the fermion sector, half the Yukawa
couplings must vanish.
We need a Ka¨hler potential which satisfies the conditions for N = 2 supersymmetry and
for which P is periodic. In §3.2 we will construct this explicitly, but first we can deduce
how the periodic identification must act on the (B,C) fields. First, we claim that the
function f(BC) must remain equal to BC. The product BC transforms as (+1,+1) under
the SO(2)45×SO(2)67 R-symmetries, so a more general superpotential would not transform
properly. Then the periodicity must be
B → B/(βBC) , C → C(βBC) (3.14)
for some constant β. First, this preserves the holomorphicity and gauge quantum numbers of
the fields. Second, it leaves invariant BC = f , which has a physical interpretation (2.19) in
terms of the brane configuration. Finally, this identification would seem not to commute with
SO(2)45×SO(2)67. However, the shift of the AV z1 holonomy requires a gauge transformation
eiθ =
√
z1/z¯1. This adds a gauge piece to the rotation generator in the 45 plane, exactly
cancelling the effect of the transformation (3.14); corresponding arguments apply in the 67
plane.
3.2 Gibbons-Hawking geometry
We want to construct a specific Ka¨hler metric that both preservesN = 2 supersymmetry and
provides the correct periodicity for the topological charge P . The Gibbons-Hawking metrics
provide a large class of N = 2 supersymmetric theories with in two complex dimensions,
and we will see that there is a natural metric in of this type.
The Gibbons-Hawking metrics are of the form
ds2 = V (~x)d~x · d~x+ 1
V (~x)
ω2 , (3.15)
where ~x = (x, y, z) and
ω = dθ + ~a(~x) · d~x , dω = da = ∗dV , ~∂ · ~∂V = 4pi
∑
i
δ3(~x− ~xi) . (3.16)
To express these in Ka¨hler form we follow Lebrun [11], with the function u from that reference
set to zero. Define
U = x+ iy , φ = V dz + iω , (3.17)
so that
ds2 = V dUdU¯ +
1
V
φφ¯ . (3.18)
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Then one finds that
dφ = d(x+ iy) ∧ [(∂x − i∂y)V dz − 12∂zV d(x− iy)] . (3.19)
Since the right-hand side is closed it follows that locally we can write
V dz + iω = φ = dW + σdU , (3.20)
where
dσ = −(∂x − i∂y)V dz + 12∂zV d(x− iy) +O(d(x+ iy)) . (3.21)
We can regard Eqs. (3.23, 3.21) as differential equations determining W and σ. Picking out
the dz components gives
∂zW = V , ∂zσ = (−∂x + i∂y)V . (3.22)
These hold in an axial gauge, ωz = 0. The real part of Eq. 3.23 is
2V dz = dW + dW¯ + σdU + σ¯dU¯ , (3.23)
which determines the partial derivatives of z with respect to the complex coordinates.6
Then U and W ≡ W1 + iW2 are the appropriate complex coordinates on the space. The
metric is Hermitian,
ds2 = V dUdU¯ +
1
V
(dW + σdU)(dW¯ + σ¯dU¯) . (3.24)
It is also Ka¨hler, from dΩ = 0 where
Ω = V dU ∧ dU¯ + 1
V
φ ∧ φ¯ = −2iV dx ∧ dy − 2idz ∧ ω . (3.25)
We see that det g = 1 so it is Ricci-flat.
A special case is V = 1/r where r = |~x|. We have
W = sinh−1
(
z√
x2 + y2
)
+ iθ ≡ W1 + iW2 , σ = z
(x+ iy)r
. (3.26)
The metric in complex coordinates is then
ds2 =
√
UU¯ coshW1
(
dWdW¯ +
dUdU¯
UU¯
)
+
√
UU¯ sinhW1
(
dWdU
U
+
dWdU¯
U¯
)
. (3.27)
6There are two natural sets of independent variables, the Gibbons-Hawking coordinates (x, y, z, θ) and
the complex (U, U¯ ,W, W¯ ). Which we are using is determined by context: which derivatives appear in a given
equation. Also, when we differentiate with respect to W1 we hold fixed x, y, θ or equivalently U, U¯ ,W2, so
the change of variables between z and W1 is one-dimensional.
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This is obtained from the Ka¨hler potential
K = 4
√
UU¯ coshW1 . (3.28)
This metric is actually flat: let
U = BC/2 , eW = B/C , (3.29)
and then K = BB¯ + CC¯. In fact these identifications could have been anticipated, up to
c-number normalization, in terms of the U(1) symmetries by shifts of θ and rotations of
x+ iy. Thus they continue to hold in the nonlinear case.
Returning to the general case, the U(1) invariance on θ, implies that the Ka¨her potential
K is a function of W1 but not W2. Then
1
V
= gWW¯ = ∂W∂W¯K =
1
4
∂2W1K . (3.30)
From (3.22), ∂zW1 = V , and we can write
4 = ∂2W1K∂zW1 = ∂z∂W1K ⇒ ∂W1K = 4(z + d(x, y)) . (3.31)
Further,
σ¯
V
= gU¯W = ∂U¯∂WK =
1
2
∂U¯∂W1K = 2∂U¯(z + d(x, y)) =
σ¯
V
+ 2∂U¯d(x, y) , (3.32)
so that d(x, y) is a constant that can be set to zero. Noting that kα∂αW = k
B − kC = −2i,
the moment map is then
P = ikα∂α∂WK = ∂W1K = 4z . (3.33)
To obtain the periodicity (3.3), Eq. (3.33) suggests that we should take
V
?
=
∞∑
n=−∞
1√
x2 + y2 + (z + 2pin)2
, (3.34)
but this diverges. We therefore regulate and subtract,
V = c+ lim
N→∞
(
− 1
pi
lnN +
N∑
n=−N
1√
x2 + y2 + (z + 2pin)2
)
. (3.35)
The parameter c must be fixed by a stringy calculation, but its precise value will not matter.
For any c the renormalized V becomes negative for large enough x2 + y2,
V ∼ c− 1
2pi
ln
x2 + y2
4pi2
. (3.36)
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This implies a singularity in the metric, whose implications we will discuss later. The U(1)
symmetries are as before, and so the identification (3.29) is the same.
This metric first appeared in Ref. [12] as the metric on hypermultiplet moduli space near
a conifold singularity, and in dual form in Ref. [13, 14] as the moduli space metric in a U(1)
gauge theory with one hypermultiplet on R3 × S1.
The differential equation for W implies that
W = iθ + cz + lim
N→∞
(
− z
pi
lnN +
N∑
n=−N
sinh−1
z + 2pin√
x2 + y2
)
+ h(U, U¯) . (3.37)
for some function h. Shifting by one period z → z+ 2pi removes the n = −N term and adds
a term n = N + 1, with the net effect W → W + cpi+ ln(16pi2/UU¯). This cannot be correct,
as it does not respect the holomorphy, but we note that this can be repaired if the shift of
z is accompanied by a shift θ → θ − i ln(U¯/U). The full periodicity is then
W → W + cpi + ln 16pi
2
U2
. (3.38)
One could use as complex coordinates U and Y = W/ ln(U2/16pi2epic), for which the period-
icity is simply (U, Y )→ (U, Y − 2). Using the relation (3.29) of W to B,C, the periodicity
of (B,C) is precisely (3.14), with β = e−pic/2/8pi.
3.3 T -dual configurations
We might have anticipated the need for a nonlinear kinetic term, since the fields B,C are
dimensionless in two dimensions. However, we have noted that the soliton persists if we
T -dual on k DD directions, leading to a higher dimensional theory in which B,C have units
of mk/2. The point is that while the nonlinear terms are irrelevant in the renormalization
sense, as two-derivative terms they are important on the moduli space. Note that the
D-string has mass |Q3|/g (for separation in the z3-direction), but the D(1 + k) monopole
in the T -dual theory has tension |Q3|(2piα′)−k/2/g, corresponding to a mass scale of order
|Q3|1/(k+1)α′−k/2(k+1). This does go to zero with the separation, but it retains a dependence on
the UV scale, which enters into the low energy theory through the couplings of the irrelevant
terms.
For the D3-D5 theory shown in Table 2, the interpretation of the hypermultiplets is
different. The D5-brane bisects the D3 on the line x4 = x5 = x6 = x7 = 0. The two halves of
the D3 can be shifted independently in the 567 directions, since D3’s can end on D5’s. The
hypermultiplet moments correspond to the separation of the D3 endings along the D5 [15].
In this case the moduli space is R3 and there is no periodicity.
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4 Renormalization
We have noted that there will be logarithmic divergences in the classical action. These arise
in theories with codimension-two defects, because the fall-off of a point-sourced massless field
in two dimensions is logarithmic. Ref. [4] addressed this issue, showing that these classical
divergences fit naturally into the framework of renormalization theory. In particular, they
induce a flow of the effective action with scale.7
Procedurally, the renormalization is calculated no differently than in quantum field the-
ory, except we work with tree level Feynman diagrams instead of loop diagrams. Consider
tree-level diagrams whose external lines are all Zα or Z¯ α˙. Internal exchanges of AV 0,1, Q1, or
Q2 can all lead to logarithmic divergences. The tree-level vertices in diagrams for these fields
are localized to the defect, and so their Fourier transforms are independent of the transverse
momenta. This means that the momentum of an internal line is unconstrained in two of
the dimensions and must be integrated over, similar to the more usual loop integral over
momentum. This calculation may be done in either with superfields or with components
and we will present both.
4.1 Superfield calculation
Begin by introducing sources J1,2,3 for the chiral fields Q1,2,3 and JV for the vector field V .
First we integrate out Q2,3. We have
SQ2,3 =
∫
d4x d4θ
(
Q¯iQi +QiJi + Q¯iJi
)
+
∫
d4x d2θ Q3∂1Q2 + c.c. . (4.1)
Now shift, Qi = Q
′
i + qi. The terms linear in Q
′ are
SO(Q′) =
∫
d4x d4θ Q′i(qi + Ji)−
∫
d4x d2θ ijQ
′
i∂1q
′
j
=
∫
d4x d2θ Q′i
[
D¯2(qi + Ji)/4− ij∂1q′j
]
. (4.2)
Here 23 = 1. In the second line we have combined terms, noting that
∫
dθ = ∂θ implies that
D¯2X/4 =
∫
d2θ¯ X for any X, up to total x derivatives (there is an implicit 1
4
in the integral
so that
∫
d2θ θ2 = 1). The condition that the linear term vanish gives[
q2
q¯3
]
=
1
p2
[
D¯4/4 ∂1
−∂1 D2/4
] [
D2J2/4
D¯2J3/4
]
. (4.3)
7This is also similar to the renormalization of the Schro¨dinger equation with a delta-function potential
in 2+1 dimensions [16].
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Here we have gone to momentum space, and p2 = p2‖ + p
2
⊥ = pµp
µ + p1p¯1. We only need the
propagator for Q3 so can set J2 = 0. The source-dependence of the action is then given as
usual by 1
2
of the source terms with classical background inserted,
SV,Q →
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
d4θ q3J3 =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
d4θ J¯3
D2D¯2
16p2
J3 . (4.4)
The propagator is then
〈Q3(p, θ)Q¯3(p′, θ′)〉 = −i(2pi)4δ4(p+ p′)D¯
2D2
16p2
δ4(θ − θ′) . (4.5)
The interaction is
Sint =
i√
2
∫
d2x d2θ Q3f + c.c. = − i√
2
∫
d2x d2θ Q3
D¯2D2
16p2‖
f + c.c. (4.6)
= − i√
2
∫
d2x d4θ Q3
D2
4p2‖
f + c.c. . (4.7)
The graph from exchanging a Q3 is then
i
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
f(p‖)
D2D¯2D2D¯2
512p2‖p
2
‖p
2
f¯(−p‖) = i
2
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
1
p2
f(p‖)f¯(−p‖) . (4.8)
We see that the integral over p2⊥ generates a log divergence, which is canceled by an f¯f
correction to the Ka¨hler potential. The effective Ka¨hler potential is given by integrating out
p⊥ between a UV cutoff Λ and the scale µ,8
i∆K =
i
8pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)
f¯f . (4.9)
This contributes − 1
4pi
f¯f to µ∂µK; the second brane makes an equal contribution.
Now we integrate out V and Q1. The action is
SV,Q1 =
∫
d4x d2θ
1
4
WαVWV α + c.c.
+
∫
d4x d4θ
(
∂¯1V ∂1V −
√
2(Q1∂¯1V + Q¯1∂1V ) + Q¯1Q1 + JV V )
)
.
(4.10)
With the gauge transformation Q1 → Q1 + ∂1Λ we can go to the unitary gauge Q1 = 0, in
which
SV,Q1 = −
∫
d4x d4θ V (PT∂µ∂
µ + ∂¯1∂1)V . (4.11)
8To extract the log divergence we do not need the details of the cutoff, but in fact a simple transverse
momentum cutoff preserves both supersymmetry and gauge invariance.
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We use the projection operators defined in Ref. [9], chap. IX. The propagator is then
〈V (p, θ)V¯ (p′, θ′)〉 = −i(2pi)4δ4(p+ p′)
(
PT
p2
+
P1 + P2
p2⊥
)
δ4(θ − θ′) . (4.12)
The first order coupling of the field V is V δΛK = −V δΛ¯K ≡ −V P , where K is the
hypermultiplet Ka¨hler potential and δΛ is the holomorphic part of the gauge transformation.
At large p⊥, where the divergence enters, the projection operators just add to unity. We
thus obtain the divergence
− i
4
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
1
p2
P(p‖)P¯(−p‖) , (4.13)
and so
i∆′K = − i
16pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)
P2 . (4.14)
In all,
µ∂µK =
1
4pi
(P2 − 2f¯f) , (4.15)
including the contribution of the second brane.
It can be shown that this renormalization preserves d = 4, N = 2 supersymmetry. We
illustrate this with the simple case
K = B¯B + C¯C , f = BC (4.16)
at the initial point µ = µ0. Then P = (C¯C − B¯B) and
µ∂µK =
1
4pi
(B¯2B2 − 4B¯BC¯C + C¯2C2) ; (4.17)
we are working to linear order in the flow, so quantities on the right are evaluated at µ0.
The flow of the metric is
µ∂µgBB¯ =
1
pi
(B¯B − C¯C) = −µ∂µgCC¯ , (4.18)
which is traceless. So to this linear order the N = 2 condition det g = 1 is preserved.
4.2 Component calculation
Consider first exchange of a Q2. The relevant interaction is
−
(
∂¯1Q¯2 − i√
2
f¯ δ2(x4, x5)
)(
∂1Q2 +
i√
2
fδ2(x4, x5)
)
. (4.19)
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This leads to a Feynman diagram equation of the form
(−i)3
2
f [n]f¯ [m]δ2
(
n+m∑
i=1
~ki
)∫
d2p⊥
(2pi)2
p2⊥
p2⊥ + p
2
‖
(4.20)
for external momenta ~ki, transverse (to the intersection space) internal momenta ~p⊥, and
parallel internal momenta ~p‖. The expression f [n] corresponds to the coefficient of some term
of f with n total fields. The parallel momentum is set by total momentum on either side of
the graph:
~p‖ =
n∑
i=1
~kfi = −
m∑
i=1
~kf¯ i . (4.21)
If we regulate the momentum integral by a cut-off Λ and integrate, we get
(−i)3
8pi
f [n]f¯ [m]δ2
(
n+m∑
i=1
~ki
)(
Λ2 − p2‖ ln
(
Λ2
p2‖
))
. (4.22)
The quadratic divergence is cancelled by the explicit |f |2(δ2(x4, x5))2 term in the action. For
the logarithmic term, a finite renormalization scale µ can be introduced, and then we can
ignore the non-infinite piece, giving
− (−i)
3
8pi
f [n]f¯ [m]δ2
(∑
i=1
~ki
)
p2‖ ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)
. (4.23)
Since we may write
p2‖ = −
(
n∑
i=1
~kfi
)
·
(
m∑
i=1
~kf¯ i
)
, (4.24)
the diagram is proportional to all pairs of momenta, one taken from f and one from f¯ . This
is equivalent to the contribution that would come from a Lagrangian term of the form
− 1
8pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)
∂µZα (∂αf)
(
∂β˙ f¯
)
∂µZ¯
β˙ . (4.25)
Since the Ka¨hler potential enters the Lagrangian as ∂µZα
(
∂α∂β˙K
)
∂µZ¯
β˙, we can conclude
that the correction to the Ka¨hler potential from an internal Q2 is
∆K =
|f |2
8pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)
. (4.26)
Now we calculate the remaining contributions to the renormalization. Since Q1 is really
the gauge field, consider the contribution from it and AV 0,1 together. First rewrite the Q1
interaction
− 1
4
(
∂¯1Q1 + ∂
1Q¯1 − 1√
2
Pδ2(x4, x5)
)2
(4.27)
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in terms of A4 and A5 using Q1 = (iA4 + A5)/
√
2 and ∂1 = ∂4 − i∂5 to get
− 1
4
(
2√
2
∂4A5 − 2√
2
∂5A4 − 1√
2
Pδ2(x4, x5)
)2
. (4.28)
This leads to the usual F 245/2 kinetic term for the gauge field, as well as giving the interactions
− 1
2
(
A5P∂4δ2(x4, x5)− A4P∂5δ2(x4, x5)
)
. (4.29)
The A0,1 couple to (1/2)k
αgαβ˙∂µZ¯
β˙ = (−i/2)∂β˙P∂µZ¯ β˙ and its complex conjugate, so we can
now write a valid but unusual source for Aµ as
Jµ =

− i
2
∂β˙P∂0Z¯ β˙δ2(x4, x5) + c.c.
− i
2
∂β˙P∂1Z¯ β˙δ2(x4, x5) + c.c.
−1
2
P∂5δ2(x4, x5)
1
2
P∂4δ2(x4, x5)
 (4.30)
for µ = 0, 1, 4, 5. We can then use the usual −iηµν/(p2⊥+p2‖) propagator for Aµ and calculate
Jµ∆µνJ
ν . At this point, it is easier to consider the 0, 1 and 4, 5 terms separately. Starting
with the 4, 5 terms together, we get a p2⊥ in momentum space from the ∂
2
4 and ∂
2
5 . The
calculation is then almost identical to the previous case for Q2. Regulate and then integrate
to get
(−i)3
32pi
P [n]P [m]δ2
(
n+m∑
i=1
~ki
)(
Λ2 − p2‖ ln
(
Λ2
p2‖
))
. (4.31)
The quadratic piece is cancelled by δ2(0) as expected. Introducing the RG scale in place of
p, the corresponding term in the effective Lagrangian is
− 1
32pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)(
∂µZ
α∂µZβ∂αP∂βP + 2∂µZα∂µZ¯ β˙∂αP∂β˙P + ∂µZ¯ α˙∂µZ¯ β˙∂α˙P∂β˙P
)
, (4.32)
where the extra terms have arisen since P is not holomorphic, unlike f . This term does not
appear to preserve the Ka¨hler structure of the metric, but we should first combine it with
contribution from AV 0,1 before handling this issue.
The contribution from an internal AV 0,1 is more straightforward. The internal integral
yields only a logarithmic divergence as AV 0,1 already couples to the form P∂µZ¯ β˙. We will
then get
− 1
32pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)(
∂µZ
α∂µZβ∂αP∂βP − 2∂µZα∂µZ¯ β˙∂αP∂β˙P + ∂µZ¯ α˙∂µZ¯ β˙∂α˙P∂β˙P
)
, (4.33)
where the minus sign arises from the leading i’s in the vertex. These combine to give
− 1
16pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)(
∂µZ
α∂µZβ∂αP∂βP + ∂µZ¯ α˙∂µZ¯ β˙∂α˙P∂β˙P
)
. (4.34)
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This is still not in the form of a hermitian metric. In order to restore the Ka¨hler form, we
need to renormalize the fields as well. Make the coordinate transform Zα → Zα + ξα with
with
ξα = − 1
16pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)
P∂αP . (4.35)
The metric transforms as
δgαβ = ∇αξβ +∇βξα
δgαβ˙ = ∇αξ¯β˙ +∇β˙ξα ,
(4.36)
which corrects Equation 4.34 to give
1
16pi
ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)
∂µZ
α∂µZ¯ β˙∂α∂β˙P2 (4.37)
or
∆K = − 1
16pi
P2 ln
(
Λ2
µ2
)
. (4.38)
Combining the with the results from an internal Q2 and doubling to include contributions
from both branes gives the overall beta functions
µ∂µK =
1
4pi
(P2 − 2|f |2) , (4.39)
µ∂µZ
α = − i
4pi
kαP . (4.40)
Here we have used ∂αP = gαβ˙∂β˙(ikγ∂γK) = ikα.
The nonholomorphic renormalization of Zα arises because of the nonlinearity of the
supersymmetry transformation in Wess-Zumino gauge. In the superfield gauge used in §4.1
holomorphy is preserved.
4.3 Renormalized Gibbons-Hawking potential
With the RG flow of the Ka¨hler potential in hand, we can ask how it affects the specific
Ka¨hler potential given by Eq. (3.35). In terms of the Gibbons-Hawking coordinates the flow
is
µ
∂K
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
W,W¯ ,U,U¯
=
2
pi
(2z2 − x2 − y2) . (4.41)
It is important to be careful that the derivative is taken with the chiral fields held fixed.
Then using gWW¯ = ∂W∂W¯K = 1/V and the earlier result ∂W1z = 1/V ,
µ
∂(1/V )
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
W,W¯ ,U,U¯
=
1
piV 2
∂2W1(z
2) =
2
piV 3
(V − z∂zV ) . (4.42)
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Now
µ
∂
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
W,W¯ ,U,U¯
= µ
∂
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
x,y,z,θ
+ µ
∂z
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
W,W¯ ,U,U¯
∂
∂z
. (4.43)
Using the earlier z = ∂WK/2 gives
µ
∂z
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
W,W¯ ,U,U¯
=
2
pi
∂W (z
2) =
2z
piV
, (4.44)
and so
µ
∂V
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
x,y,z,θ
= µ
∂V
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
W,W¯ ,U,U¯
− 2z∂zV
piV
= − 2
pi
. (4.45)
Thus the whole effect of the flow for any metric is on the constant term in the Gibbons-
Hawking potential, in such a direction that it becomes more positive in the IR. This partly
offsets the singularity (3.36) found previously: in combination the two give
V (µ) ∼ − 1
pi
ln
[
α′µ2
√
x2 + y2
]
. (4.46)
One consequence is that the metric on moduli space, give by the µ→ 0 limit, is positive and
in fact infinite. In other words, the moduli are frozen due to IR divergences, a phenomenon
encountered previously in Ref. [17]. Thus the renormalization removes one of the potentially
unphysical properties of our field theory.
The metric on field space still breaks down if x2 + y2 is too large, for given µ. This
suggests a simple interpretation: if we probe the resolved intersection on scales shorter than
the resolution, then the effective field theory of the resolution in terms of the fields B and
C breaks down and we must use the full DBI brane action. Similarly, at fixed x2 + y2
there is a Landau pole in the UV. Thus the complete formulation of the intersection requires
embedding in string theory. In Refs. [13, 14] the same Landau pole appears, arising from a
3+1 gauge theory.
Refs. [18] have noted an alternate UV completion, the SU(2) N = 4 gauge theory with
a scalar v.e.v. that is linear in space and vanishes on a line. One can think of this as the
field theory on D3-branes intersecting at an angle, where the angle and α′ are taken to zero
toegether.
If we work at finite Q3, we would expect the fluctuations of the B,C fields to be of
order −gYM lnα′|Q3|, and the product of this with µ ∼ |Q3| can be made parametrically
small. Thus there should be that there is a regime in which the effective field theory can be
quantized, and S-duality studied in the field theory.
The UV incompleteness is not special to the Gibbons-Hawking metric but occurs for the
canonical metric as well. In Gibbons-Hawking parameterization this is simply V = 1/|~x| to
leading order, and becomes
V =
1
|~x| −
1
pi
ln(µ2/µ20) . (4.47)
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Again there is a Landau pole.
4.4 DBI action
When z1z2  α′, the brane curvature is small and the DBI action should be an effective
description of the system. This gives us an alternate means of calculating the moduli space
metric, which should agree with that found above. Thus we insert into the DBI action the
t, x-dependent
z1z2 = −iα
′
4
f(t, x) , (4.48)
where in the field theory f(t, x) = BC is a function of the intersection fields. With all other
fields zero, we will assume this form in the DBI action and find the resulting effective action
for f(t, x).
With only metric fields turned on, the D3-brane DBI action is just
− Tp
gc
∫
d4ζ
√
| detGab| , (4.49)
where Gab is the induced metric on the brane given in the coordinates ζ
a. A convenient
choice of coordinates is ζa = (t, x, w1, w2) with
z1 =
√
α′ew1+iw2 z2 = i
√
α′
4
f(t, x)e−w1−iw2 . (4.50)
The DBI action is then
S = −8piTpα
′
gc
∫
dt dx dw1
∣∣∣∣∣
[(
e2w1 +
1
16
e−2w1 |f |2
)
+
α′
8
∂µf∂
µf¯
]2
− α
′2
64
|∂µf∂µf |2
∣∣∣∣∣
1/2
,
(4.51)
with µ = t, x. As expected, dependence on the phase of z1 drops out of the metric, and
the integral in the w2 direction has been done. The remaining integral in w1 is divergent as
w1 → ±∞, corresponding to contributions far out on the branes in the z1 and z2 directions.
This corresponds to an IR divergence associated with the infinite surface area of the extended
D-branes, and should ultimately be f -independent. To regulate symmetrically, set a cut-off
at |z1| = |z2| = L, which restricts the integral to
− 1
2
ln
(
16L2
α′|f |2
)
< w1 <
1
2
ln
(
L2
α′
)
. (4.52)
To find the effective action we expand in derivatives. With only 8 supersymmetries, we
expect the DBI action to match the gauge theories for terms with two or fewer derivatives,
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so expand to second order in derivatives of f , integrate out w1, and drop terms that vanish
for L2/α′ →∞ to get the effective action for f :
S = −8piTp
gc
∫
dtdx
{
L2 +
α′2
8
ln
(
4L2
α′|f |
)
∂µf∂
µf¯
}
. (4.53)
The potential term is independent of f , consistent with the masslessness of the deformation
modes. The cutoff L should be identified with µ−1. For example, if we consider ripples of
wavelength λ then L ∼ λ. Noting that f = BC = 2(x + iy), we see that metric for f
corresponds to a Gibbons-Hawking potential
V (µ) ∝ constant− ln
[
α′µ2
√
x2 + y2
]
. (4.54)
This is precisely as found in Eq. (4.46) from the combination of classical renormalization
and Gibbons-Hawking gymnastics, confirming our picture.
The DBI action gives a result that corresponds to the smearing of the Gibbons-Hawking
sources into a line source, independent of the GH coordinate z. This action cannot be
sensitive to z because this corresponds to a pure gauge excitation. The leading effect that
would be sensitive to z would be string disk instantons: the resolution of the singularity
pushes the point z1 = 0 to infinity, producing a nontrivial circle which can bound a disk.
The world-sheet action Re I ∝ |z1z2|/2piα′ ∝ |BC|, Im I = z, is of the correct parametric
form.
The full DBI action is stable, but the action (4.53) has the wrong sign for perturbations
of sufficiently short wavelength. For these the higher-derivative terms must be included in
order to have a stable configuration. This will result in the breakdown of the associated
effective field theory, as argued in §4.3.
5 Magnetic soliton solution
Given the correct Ka¨hler metric with the proper periodicity conditions, we should be able
to solve for the magnetic soliton solution that corresponds to a D1-string connecting the
two intersecting D-branes. The monopole is a half-BPS solution, so we can determine it by
requiring that half the supersymmetry transformations still vanish. We need to choose a
BPS state whose unbroken supersymmetry is contained within the manifest N = 1. The
N = 1 supersymmetry algebra is the usual {Qα, Q¯β˙} = 2σµαβ˙Pµ, and so potential BPS
states will have charges T -dual to P2,3. Thus we take the D3-branes to be separated in
the 2-direction, implying expectation value for AV 2 −AV ′2. This is SO(4)-equivalent to the
8-direction depicted in Table 1, but has a different orientation with respect to the manifest
N = 1.
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Enforcing this, and demanding a static solution gives the following first order differential
equations in x1 for the monopole solution:
∂1Q1 =
1√
2
∂z1AV 2 ,
∂1Q2 = i∂¯z1Q¯3 ,
∂1Q3 = −i∂¯z1Q¯2 −
1√
2
f¯ δ2(x4, x5) ,
∂1AV 2 = −
√
2
2
(
∂¯z1Q1 + ∂z1Q¯1
)
+
1
2
Pδ2(x4, x5) ,
∂1Z
α =
1√
2
gαβ˙∂β˙ f¯(Q¯3(0, 0)− S¯3(0, 0)) +
i
2
kα(AV 2(0, 0)− AV ′2(0, 0)) ,
(5.1)
with AV 0 = AV 1 = AV 3 = 0; similar equations hold for the 3
′-3′ fields. These field equations
contain ln(0)’s from the D3 fields evaluated at the defect. As usual, these are canceled by
renormalization. For example, AV 2(0, 0) ∼ P ln(0), which cancels against the field renormal-
ization (4.40).
To get some understanding of these equations, let us change the theory by taking the
coefficients of the 3-3 and 3′-3′ actions to be large while holding fixed the 3-3′ action. The
3+1 fields are now sourceless and we can set AV 2 = v with the others vanishing. This leads
to the simple differential equations
∂1B =
v
2
B ∂1C = −v
2
C . (5.2)
The solutions are exponentials, which appear to blow up in one direction or the other. To see
that the solution is well-behaved, we must take into account the periodicity of (B,C). On the
covering space, we have smooth coordinates (Bn, Cn) in the neighborhood of the pole of the
Gibbons-Hawking potential at z = 2pin. The identification is Bn = Bn+1/(βBn+1Cn+1) =
1/βCn+1. The solution Bn = e
vx1/2 thus connects smoothly onto Cn+1 = e
−vx1/2/β at large
positive x1.
We can also write this in terms of the W,U coordinates. The BPS equation is
∂1Z
α =
iv
2
kα , kW = −2i , kU = 0 . (5.3)
The solution is
U(x) = U0 , W = vx
1 . (5.4)
Noting the periodicity (3.38) of W , this describes an infinite chain of solitons, spaced in x1
by cpi + ln(4pi2/|U20 |). In the limit U0 → 0 the spacing becomes infinite, and we obtain a
single D1.
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Let us also evaluate the solition mass in this model. Defining ∂w = ∂1− i∂2, the relevant
term in the energy is proportional to∫
dx gαβ˙
{
(∂wZ
α + iAwδΛZ
α)(∂w¯Z
β˙ − iAw¯δΛ¯Z β˙) + (w ↔ w¯)
}
=
∫
dx 2gαβ˙(∂wZ
α + iAwδΛZ
α)(∂w¯Z
β˙ − iAw¯δΛ¯Z β˙) + 2v∂1P . (5.5)
Thus the energy of a BPS state, for which the first term vanishes, is proportional to the
magnetic charge.
We have not found a simple treatment of the actual case of dynamical D3-brane fields.
However, by continuity the BPS soliton should continue to exist as the D3-brane gYM is
increased.
There will also be dyonic solutions. The soliton solution (5.2) spontaneously breaks
the U(1) gauge symmetry, so constant U(1) gauge transformations generate new solutions
parameterized by a phase. Quantizing this collective coordinate leads to the dyon spectrum.
While we have focused on the weak/strong element of the S-duality group, 2pi shifts of
the gauge theory θ-parameter will generate the rest of the SL(2, Z) action on the dyonic
spectrum.
Dorigoni and Tong [19] have noted that the BPS equations do not have solutions corre-
sponding to magnetic charge greater than 1, even though it might seem that one could form
BPS states of multiple D1-branes connecting the D3 and D3’. They give an elegant expla-
nation for this: there is a repulsive force between D1-branes due to string disk instantons,
bounded by a pair of D1’s, the D3, and the D3’. This is dual to the gauge instanton-induced
superpotential of Ref. [20].
6 Discussion
Our study of the D3-D3 intersection has led to a number of surprises. The first is the magnetic
couplings of the hypermultiplets. In one sense this has a simple origin. The hypermultiplet
bosons are spinors in the ND directions, and so it is not surprising that they have magnetic
dipole couplings. In a sense, a line of dipoles is like a separated monopole-antimonopole pair.
(This is similar to the kink construction of fermions in bosonization, in that ∂±φ produce
dipoles of fermion number.) The dipole density is P , and the monopole density is P ′. This
does not seem to be a useful way to make magnetic monopoles in nature, but here when the
dipole density P reaches a multiple of 8pi, the line disappears and we are left with unconfined
monopoles.
The essential role of the nonlinear hypermultiplet kinetic term and the periodicity of the
hypermultiplet moduli space is the second interesting feature. Again, this is relevant only
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for intersections with two ND and two DN directions. With three plus one the moduli space
is R3, and with four plus zero it is R4 (in noncompact spaces). This is for the Abelian case;
we have not considered intersections of stacks of branes.
The third interesting feature is the need for classical renormalization. Our results high-
light the importance of this phenomenon [4], which may be useful for understanding other
brane intersections, and brane self-interactions.
The final surprising feature is the inconsistency of the intersection theory as a field theory.
Note that the metric on moduli space is infinite, so the usual logarithmic exploration of the
space of vacua will be absent. Nevertheless, any attempt to define this theory via a path
integral will run into the regions of negative metric.
Our consideration of this system was originally motivated by the construction of top-
down AdS/CM models. The magnetic source terms appeared implicitly in Refs. [2, 21],
but the present interpretation was not noted. It seems unlikely that these terms have rele-
vance for condensed matter duals; rather, they exemplify some of the rigidity of top-down
constructions.
Another motivation for this work was the exploration of simple models of electric-
magnetic duality. The lack of a UV completion in field theory complicates this question, but
there may still be interesting questions in the effective field theory.
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